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Diet at Prague. Thence the revolutionary spirit spread to
Vienna itself. Despite Metternich's censorship, educated people
in Austria had long been growing aware of their backwardness.
Liberal ideals were sometimes advocated even in the Diet,
which in Austria, as in other parts of the Empire, consisted
almost exclusively of nobles. With revolution so much in the
air, its meeting in March 1848 was eagerly awaited ; and when it
failed to act promptly a mob of students and artisans invaded its
hall, shouted inflammatory quotations from Kossuth's speech
at Pressburg, and insisted on the deputies accompanying them
up to the Hofburg (the Imperial residence). The Emperor was
so alarmed that he was ready to promise anything and every-
thing to get rid of his unwelcome visitors ; but on the following
days street-fighting broke out between populace and troops, and
fresh " deputations " surged up to the palace.
Metternich well knew that he personified all that the rioters
most detested, and advancing age had robbed him of the spirit
to brave the storm. He resigned the Chancellorship, and a day
or two later was ignominiously smuggled out of Vienna in a
laundry-cart. To the liberals of Europe his exit had much
the same effect as the Taking of the Bastille in 1789 (§ 8).
Both the Bastille and the Chancellor had outlived their real
importance ; but their fall seemed to typify the end of an epoch.
We have already noted how the overthrow of Metternich
inspired the Lombards to revolt; and their insurrection
reacted in turn on the situation in Austria, for it prevented the
Imperial Government from taking any effective steps to master
the malcontents of Vienna, Pressburg or Prague. The new *
Ministry hastily promised all that the insurgents demanded—
a National Guard, the Freedom of the Press, and a Democratic
Constitution to be drafted by representatives from all parts of
the Empire. At Pressburg, Kossuth carried the famous mabch
laws, abolishing feudalism, and setting up a national Hungarian
Government under the Hapsburg monarchy, with Count
Batthyany as Prime Minister. These proposals were accepted
without demur by the panic-stricken Emperor; and so were

